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ICAO LPR Test Instrument Evaluation Toolkit



Does the test instrument include appropriate tasks that directly assess communication skills in aeronautical radiotelephony contexts?
Including tasks and content in non-routine radiotelephony contexts in both speaking and listening parts of the test.

NO



YES
Are the speaking tasks and content specifically developed to assess the language needs of either pilots or controllers?
Including tasks and content in radiotelephony contexts specifically designed for pilots or controllers in both listening and speaking parts of the test

NO

YES



Does the test instrument contain parts specifically designed to assess listening comprehension?
Including appropriate tasks and content to assess listening comprehension in radiotelephony contexts

YES

NO



Are there distinct sections with a range and variety of appropriate task types?
And, the tasks are appropriate and effective in both the speaking and listening parts of the test

NO

YES

 Are there tasks requiring test takers to participate in extended and interactive communication?
Including in radiotelephony contexts in the speaking part of the test

NO



YES
Are there test tasks, items or sections to assess different proficiency levels?
In both the speaking and listening comprehension parts of the test instrument

NO
The test
instrument is
ineffective.
It is not
suitable for
ICAO LPRs

The test
instrument
needs further
development.
It is not yet
suitable for
ICAO LPRs



YES
Are there tasks that assess communication in real-world contexts?
In both the speaking and listening parts of the test, aligned to pilot or controller roles.

NO



YES
Are there a sufficient number of equivalent versions of the test?
For both the speaking and listening comprehension parts of the test

NO

YES

The test
instrument is
likely to be
effective.
It is likely to
be suitable for
ICAO LPRs

